gest that a possible test of the stability of an observed temporal correlation would be operant reinforcement of its dissociation (11).
2. E. V. Evarts More crucial, the estimate that, in each 50-year period, 30 percent of the class 1 trees will graduate to class 2 is five to ten times the correct value. The numbers of individuals in each age class in a population are a function of both advancement from the previous class and deaths occurring within the new class. This is very critical, because the overstatement of survivorship is exactly what leads to the erroneous conclusions. Since no more than 10 percent of the class 1 trees are going to be between 150 and 200 years (accord-ing to 1, table 1), this must serve as a (very conservative) upper bound to the fraction that can graduate to class 2 in the next 50 years. Moreover, the conclusion that 75 percent of class 1 trees remain in class 1 after 50 years (which is to be added to the 30 percent which went on to class 2) is based on the oversimplified argument that "since class 1 is a 200-year period, in 50 years three-fourths of the class 1 trees are still in class 1." That statement ignores both the age structure, which includes the fact that 58 percent of the class 1 trees are in the high risk 0-to 20-year age group, and the exceedingly high mortality of class 1 trees.
This confusion with the age classes has led to a plethora of errors Ecological problems are currently subjects of great public and political interest. Bosch's paper will undoubtedly receive considerable attention, and may even be widely quoted. Although it is clearly worthwhile and possible to study the topic under discussion, it seems to me that publication of this particular paper can do great harm to the public, and also may well reduce the credibility of the scientific community. KLAUS 
